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Wooden utensils are an important factor for the maintenance of comfort, order and economy in a printing shop. All too often, regrettable lessons are the consequence of indifference to proper making and selling of type cases. Cases, which are made from inadequately dry wood, or improperly joined, rapidly burden of the office with extra costs for repairs. A case should be made from dry knot-free wood that feels smooth. The bottom should not be glued, but rather well fastened with screws along its edges as well as the heavier middle partition.

Another screw is added in the cross between individual compartments. The front piece with border ought to be a firmer sort of wood such as birch or beech and for convenience varnished so it can be washed if necessary. The bottom divider must be of good, thick cardboard that will not dissolve in water, and which lies completely flat with no ridges. Wooden utensils are an important factor for the maintenance of comfort, order and economy in a printing shop. All too often, regrettable lessons are the consequence of indifference to proper making and selling of type cases.